OEM* and PAS125 Compliant Bumpers

Autoclimate Bumpers A quality alternative
Why our bumper range is special in 5 easy steps:
1. Matching Quailty
Autoclimate offer the full range of Fiat and
Alfa Romeo bumpers (original equipment
manufactured) along with an additional 70+
bumpers for can and 20+ light commercial
bumpers.
All the bumpers that are non-OEM are third-party
accredited, this ensures matching quality to the
OEM equivalent

2. Selection Process
Autoclimate are committed to helping its
customers by sourcing the highest quality,
best value products, and its bumper range is no
different.
Excluding Fiat and Alfa Romeo, Autoclimate do
not supply OE branded bumpers. Due to the high
OEM* Original Equipment manufacturer

exacting standards of Autoclimate, a stringent
selection process is carried out to ensure that the
non-OEM bumpers being supplied are PAS125
compliant and of a very high quality.

3.Careful Steps
Vitally important to Autoclimate is that its
customers are using PAS125 compliant parts,
a key factor for many accident repair centres,
therefore Autoclimate will only supply bumpers
that are PAS125 compliant.
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Each and every supplier of bumpers to
Autoclimate must be ISO 9001 accredited (as
Autoclimate are), this gives us the guarantee that
they have self monitoring mechanisms and strive
to produce a quality product repeatedly.
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“Minimum risk of incorrect parts being supplied”

4. Accreditation
For independent verification, bumpers sold by
Autoclimate also hold 3rd party certification,
typically carried out by TUV. This ensures that
any legal requirements are met, both new and
old block exemption standards are checked.
These steps make sure that bumpers supplied
are compliant and of a high standard.
To finalise the process, Autoclimate checks
the bumper against its OE counterpart and
matches the part number This minimises the
risk of an incorrect part being supplied.

5. Unrivalled Customer Service
Each region of the UK is given a dedicated
Customer Services Advisor who will handle
your enquiry. By letting the advisor know what
part you require, and the registration number
of the vehicle, they will use direct links to live
DVLA data and SMMT data to identify the
correct part – Autoclimate achieves over 99%
correct first time identification on all parts.
Your part will then arrive with you via next
working day delivery to a UK mainland address
if the order is placed before 2pm.
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Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are correct at time of publication.
Autoclimate Limited reserves the right to vary, modify or change
any of its products, services or specifications including those
described or referred to in this publication at any time without
prior notice.
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